Plugin TrackerToggle doesn't display the hidden field if attempting to change value in a previously saved itemId
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Description
Plugin TrackerToggle doesn't display the hidden field if attempting to change value in a previously saved itemId

I followed the documentation found here:
https://doc.tiki.org/PluginTrackerToggle
with this type of syntax in a pretty tracker page:
And the wiki page Template1 contains:

Field 2: {$f_2}
Field 5: {$f_5}
{DIV(id=condiv)}Field 10:  {$f_10}{DIV}
Field11: {$f_11}

and the field is hidden by default, however it doesn't get displayed when the radio button gets the value "1" (yes) when visiting a previously saved item; e.g., with the url like:

(please note that this itemId3 has field5 stored with value 0 (case A). That's why even if you click (at item edition time) to the second value of the radio button (value 1 - case 😞, nothing is shown (because field5 has value 0 stored or in the session or something).

See it reproduced here:
u: admin
p: 12345

Solution
Solution:
Get the TrackerToggle plugin to listen to the edition in the form on the fly, and not just working based on saved values when serving the page.

Importance
5
Easy to solve?
8
Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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